DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING AND SOCIETY OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS PROUDLY PRESENTS NATIONAL LEVEL TECHNICAL SYMPOSIUM

TECHNICAL EVENTS
1. PROJECT EXPO
2. PAPER PRESENTATION
3. CIRCUIT DEBUGGING
4. QUIZ

NON-TECHNICAL EVENTS
1. ADZAP
2. TREASURE HUNT
3. CONNEXION
4. TATTOO DESIGN

E3_TECHNOVATE_2K22
STUDENT CO-ORDINATORS
R.PRAVEENRAJA : 9897806312
A.ANANDH : 9842567337
AMADHAVYAN : 6369951805
K.MANIVARMA : 9360555610

https://forms.gle/6GM1kAan0Q577PE9

EVENT TIME 9.10AM TO 4.30PM

ON-SHOT REGISTRATION AVAILABLE

Mrs. V. DHIVYA M.E., (Phd) STAFF CO-ORDINATOR